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Consumer highlights
UNDERSTANDING KEY DATA ON SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF CORONAVIRUS
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CONSUMERS ARE DELAYING PURCHASE 
DECISIONS
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Delayed Purchases

Have you delayed purchasing any of the following, as a result of the
coronavirus / COVID-19 outbreak?
Audience Key:

All Internet Users

Answer Option Data point % Universe Index Responses Audience %

Concert / theater tickets 100% 280.1M 100 2.2k

Day-to-day / everyday items 100% 268.3M 100 2.1k

Flights 100% 355.6M 100 2.9k

Home appliances / devices (e. g. TV, white goods) 100% 212.2M 100 1.3k

Insurance 100% 79.6M 100 549

Luxury items (e. g. designer clothes, shoes, fragrances, etc) 100% 209.6M 100 1.4k

Technology devices (e. g. smartphone, tablet, etc) 100% 204.4M 100 1.2k

Tickets to sports events / matches 100% 245.8M 100 1.8k

Vacations / holidays 100% 573.6M 100 4.4k

None of these 100% 415.3M 100 5.3k

20.5%
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Businesses are affected not only by governmental lockdowns and limitations, but also by consumers’ more cautious 
spending.

https://insight.globalwebindex.com/e2t/c/*W4G9Xr054RdVhW50lVMZ6hM7HT0/*W6jf



CONSUMPTION PATTERS WILL RECOVER 
SLOWLY
Based on data from 
countries already in 
the recovery phase, 
consumption
patterns will be 
uneven and unlikely
to return to pre-
COVID-19 levels
quickly. 



THE YOUNGEST GENERATIONS ARE 
PARTICULARLY ALTERING THEIR 
PURCHASING BEHAVIORS
Gen Z and Millenials

Survey of U.S. and U.K. consumers found that 96% of Millenials and Gen 
Zs are concerned about the pandemic and its effects on the economy. 
This concern is leading them to change their behavior more
dramatically than other generations, which includes cutting back on 
spending, stocking up on items, and spending less on experiences.

Gen X and Boomers

Older generations are slightly less concerned than younger generations
and letting it impact their shopping habits less. 24% of Boomers and 34% 
of Gen X said they were letting current events impact what items they
purchase, compared to nearly half of Millennials.
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https://www.bigcommerce.com/blog/covid-19-ecommerce/#generational-purchasing-responses-to-covid-19
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/work-during-coronavirus 
outbreak_l_5e57eb5ac5b6450a30bb49f5?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAE2ojw6PZNy3
APi7FrUIriAx4BRVey3683xLrgaP4FplPfBnx7uEF6WyOPDJYGI1n4muWD6EW61IuDB0ydiLy7hi-
0imQ2VdPLXc8YWw50QjUTG4GkmS9VLZXEH8v_meCZ25rOIMLSxmqleG2dRI9_0Q60Bt-lW-ZaK-IDfHq3Dw



6 https://www.visualcapitalist.com/media-consumption-covid-19/



7 https://www.visualcapitalist.com/media-consumption-covid-19/



4 new clusters of consumer behavior

8 Source: Eplison for Harvard Business Review, 2020; https://hbr.org/2009/04/how-to-market-in-a-downturn



“HABITS SHAPE OUR LIVES FAR MORE THAN 
WE REALISE - THEY ARE SO STRONG, IN 
FACT, THAT THEY CAUSE OUR BRAINS TO 
CLING TO THEM AT THE EXCLUSION OF ALL 
ELSE, INCLUDING COMMON SENSE.” 
CHARLES DUHIGG, “THE POWER OF HABIT”
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THE POWER OF HABIT WILL 
CHANGE OUR ROUTINES 
Once the switched-up routines become second nature, 
they’ll be hard to break.

This isn’t the first time millions of people’s habits were
shifted by an epidemic. The reason China’s online retail
industry has been so successful is because it was spurred
into necessity by Sars in 2003. 

https://techcrunch.com/2020/03/23/the-best-video-chat-apps-to-turn-social-distancing-into-distant-socializing/
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Global eCommerce 
highlights
UNDERSTANDING COVID-19 IMPACT ON ONLINE BUSINESS AND SHOPPING
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GROWING DEMAND FOR ECOMMERCE 
IS CREATING LOGISTICAL CHALLENGES

eCommerce companies are revisiting their strategies for 
order fulfillment and delivery, including potentially
slowing down fast-shipping strategies.

Inventory and supply chain challenges could result in 
downturn of business confidence.  

https://www.emarketer.com/content/the-biggest-business-impacts-of-the-coronavirus-pandemic-according-to-business-insider-intelligence
https://www.rochesterregional.org/news/2020/03/social-distancing-important

Delivery services across the board might see an onslaught of new customers, but 
they'll have to work to maintain consumer trust.

https://www.emarketer.com/content/the-biggest-business-impacts-of-the-coronavirus-pandemic-according-to-business-insider-intelligence


GATES AND QUEUES ON ECOMMERCE 
PLATFORMS

https://covid19.within.co/covid-19retailpulse/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/19/amazon-prime-pantry-temporarily-closes-due-to-coronavirus-demand.html

Amazon announced putting a hold on receiving non-
essential goods at their FBA (fulfilled by Amazon) 
warehouses. 

French Carrefour introduced gates to enter the 
online store, due to overwhelming demand. Average 
waiting time to reach the home page reaches up to 30 
minutes.

Consumers’ focus on stockpiling on basic products and supply chain issues are reshaping the 
retailers’ operations.



EGROCERY AND MEAL DELIVERY SERVICES 
ARE SEEING SURGE IN DEMAND

https://www.consumerreports.org/online-grocery-services/grocery-delivery-services-meal-kits-see-surge-in-demand-coronavirus/
https://techcrunch.com/2020/03/23/instacart-will-bring-on-300000-new-full-time-shoppers-due-to-coronavirus/

eGrocery and meal delivery services are seeing a sharp increase in 
demand.

Shelf Stable Snacks (Cereal, Crackers, Chips), Canned Goods and Frozen 
Meals have grown 20-50% on Kroger over the past 2 weeks.

San Francisco-based Instacart reported +58% sales lift vs. YTD. Company
announced it will bring on 300,000 shoppers for its grocery delivery
platform over the next three months.

Moreover, shopping is going mobile. Instacart, Walmart Grocery and Shipt
have seen their app daily downloads surge by 218%, 160% and 124%.

https://www.consumerreports.org/online-grocery-services/grocery-delivery-services-meal-kits-see-surge-in-demand-coronavirus/


RISING STARS OF ECOMMERCE

https://ccinsight.org/15



U.S. WALMART UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO 
WIN ECOMMERCE DURING CRISIS

One-third of shoppers surveyed by Gordon Haskett Research
Advisors on March 13 said they bought food online over the past 
week, and of those, 41% were doing so for the first time. For those
newbies, Walmart was by far the most popular option, capturing
more than half of orders. Amazon and its Whole Foods chain
garnered only 14%.

Walmart enters this uncertain period in a position of strength, thanks
to investments in its online pick-up service along with technology
and infrastructure improvements. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-17/the-nation-is-shutting-down-for-walmart-it-s-time-to-step-
up?utm_campaign=likeshopme&utm_medium=instagram&utm_source=dash%20hudson&utm_content=www.instagram
.com/p/B9-YwpZnH7_/

Walmart, the best known offline US retailer, is becoming the eCommerce leader among
new shoppers.



eCommerce 
forecast
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR BRANDS IN ECOMMERCE 
LANDSCAPE
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https://covid19.within.co/covid-19retailpulse/

Omnichannel stores (with online and offline 
outlets) were hit the hardest on the revenue, 
but are in gradual recovery. Pure-play
eCommerce sellers are witnessing a 
slowdown on all metrics, with recovering
conversions. Although eGrocery is witnessing
a dramatic growth, it is not able to make up
for the slump in basket sizes and value due to 
limited shopping for Electronics and Fashion
categories (and other of bigger basket 
value).

The graphs illustrate how sectors are performing 
now versus their pre-COVID benchmark periods.

ECOMMERCE IS AFFECTED BY DECREASED 
SPENDING

Pure-play
eCommerce

Omnichannel



AS RETAILERS AND CONSUMERS 
STRUGGLE WITH A NEW REALITY, 
RETAIL TECH MIGHT SHINE
After this current chaotic stage, retailers will be faced with the 
question of how to best strategize for the future.

https://www.modernretail.co/retailers/as-retailers-struggle-with-a-new-reality-retail-tech-will-likely-see-a-big-boom/

Technologies that offer flexibility in 
ordering and fulfilling

Artificial intelligence and machine
learning that applies to assortment, 
allocation and forecasts.

FLEXIBLE ORDERS AND 
FULFILLMENT

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

FRICTIONLESS SHOPPING

Drive-through and curbside pick-
up facilitation technology

OMNICHANNEL COMMERCE

Buy online, pick up in-store (BOPUS) 
to shop in-store but avoid crowds. 
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NEW RETAIL?

https://www.cbinsights.com/research/retail-apparel-tech-
solutions/?utm_source=CB+Insights+Newsletter&utm_campaign=d01aa3d2d4-
newsletter_general_Thurs_20200604&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_9dc0513989-d01aa3d2d4-87513349



ECOMMERCE CAN HAVE A NEW LOYAL 
AUDIENCE - OLDER GENERATIONS
Changes in online shopping habits may be particularly
prevalent among older customers—the group most susceptible
to the coronavirus and most likely to avoid stores because of it, 
but least likely to shop online. 

A shift toward online shopping among this population may also
increase sales if these customers continue shopping online after
the outbreak subsides.

https://www.emarketer.com/content/the-biggest-business-impacts-of-the-
coronavirus-pandemic-according-to-business-insider-intelligence
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/coronavirus-share-prices
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https://www.emarketer.com/content/the-biggest-business-impacts-of-the-coronavirus-pandemic-according-to-business-insider-intelligence


Tactics for eCommerce
HOW CAN BRANDS CAPTURE EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES 
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EMBRACE THE CHANGE

Only 37% global consumers think 
brands should carry on advertising as 
normal.

Education and engagement with 
consumers might create a bond that 
will last longer than this critical time.

23
https://insight.globalwebindex.com/e2t/c/*W4G9Xr054RdVhW50lVMZ6hM7HT0/*W6jf

Consumers expect brands to act according to current circumstances



LEVERAGE FUNCTIONAL 
BENEFITS OF CONTENT
Consumer change their priorities during crisis. 
Learnings from Asia show that functional
benefits have been much more researched
during an epidemic spread in the region.
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TIME TO SHINE IN SOCIAL COMMERCE
Invest in leveraging your presence in social media onto
sales. Look for opportunities among eRetailers which
already have an existing social media presence and 
consider brand partnerships and product shout-outs.

https://www.modernretail.co/retailers/the-new-qvc-gen-z-is-driving-a-livestreaming-boom/



TACTICAL DO’S AND DON’T’S 
With the speed of change and uncertain environment, consider the key measures to navigate your
brand and find opportunities in eCommerce. 
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DO:

• Act fast: treat eCommerce as your key
communication channel – organic eCommerce 
content can be more efficient, faster to update 
and implement. 

• Remember that what you are communicating
currently will deeply resonate into the future
perception of your brand

• Adapt content to reflect consumers’ current
needstates

• Develop a social commerce strategy

DON’T:
• Ignore the COVID-19 pandemic and 

surrounding circumstances in your
communication

• Manipulate your listings to include
pandemic-related search terms
unless relevant

• As much as you can, avoid
inconsistent fullfillment and out-of-
stocks. 



Post-lockdown
Pre-recession?
NEXT STEPS FOR BRANDS
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THE PANDEMIC EFFECT - CUTS IN MEDIA 
SPEND
The immediate and sharp savings overtook the media landscape

28

Source: Ebiquity survey

of brands expect to see no 
sales growth this year73%

81% of brands have cut their
advertising investment, mainly in 
OOH (73%) and Cinema (72%) 



KEY ADVICE FROM PREVIOUS RECESSION

(1) Defend your share of voice – cutting
ad spend risks damaging market 
share. 

(2) Once decline in market share sets in, it
can be hard to reverse. 

(3) “Going dark” can weaken consumer
“bonding” metrics.
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With COVID-19 long-term effects still difficult to predict, the learnings from previous recession
show that radical marketing savings can cause a lasting brand decline.

Source: WARC Guide to COVID-19 Pandemic



RADICAL AD SPEND CUT IS 
NOT A WAY TO GO

A radical reduction of adspend in a 
recession has negative long-term 
impact on brands in terms of sales, 
market share, growth and return on 
investment. 

Companies that maintained
investment recovered more quickly.

30 Source: WARC Guide to COVID-19 Pandemic https://adparlor.com/blog/covid19-ad-spend/



“With many brands unable to distribute
products and services, the usual advice to 
‘keep advertising’ may not apply in all cases, 
and marketers need to take a nuanced
approach based on their brand’s situation.”

DAVID TILTMAN, VP CONTENT, WARC.
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KEY TACTICS FOR A BETTER BRAND 
REBOUND
ADAPT TO CONSUMERS

• review the lockdown approach
• look for signs of new habit formation
• tailor the approach to brand-building and activation

ADAPT YOUR PRODUCT
• review pricing but try to avoid discounting

ADAPT YOUR COMMUNICATION

• keep advertising, but focus on efficiency
• if you have to reduce adspend, use other levers to remain
visible

ADAPT YOUR TOUCHPOINTS
• audit e-commerce capability
• build strategic omnichannel alliances

32 Source: WARC Guide to COVID-19 Pandemic https://blog.paytm.com/lets-join-hands-to-fight-against-covid-19-spread-in-india-be09a473ef41



OPPORTUNITIES FOR POST-LOCKDOWN 
GROWTH

Redefine formats, introduce innovation. To defend market share from 
private-label, adding value through formats, innovation or value-on 
pack is going to be critical.

Develop a ‘close-to-home’ strategy: Potential of a further outbreak –
combined with economic hardship means many will prepare their
homes as a safe place of sanctuary and safety. 

Explore the reinforcement of stockpiling habits. Food companies may
benefit from range extension and new product development in frozen
and long-life products, driven by intensive product trials during
lockdown.

Leverage the emerging ‘health economy’.
The pandemic may be the catalyst for radical and lasting transformation
of how health and wellness is experienced and delivered. 

33 Source: WARC Guide to COVID-19 Pandemic

CPG
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Groceries

Heatlhcare/
OTC



The rebound will be digital
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US consumers are adopting to digital channels, a trend seen globally.



Accelerate your digital transformation.

Many of the trendscausedoracceleratedby the COVID-19 require the rewiring of 
companiesaround data and digital services. At a timeof significantconsumerchange, 
there isanopportunity for CMOsto playa leading role in interpreting thosechangesand 
actingas ‘superconnectors’ between internal functions.

KEY ADVICE FOR THE BUSINESS:
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Thank you.
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Q&A


